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We aim to satisfy

We need your co-operation and offer the following

for i^our information.

Order Early and avoid disappointment should the

variety desired be sold out. Orders are filled in the

same rotation as received.

Shipping We commence shipping tubers as soon

as the eyes show up, or about April 1st. Eastern orders

are shipped after May 1st unless otherwise arranged.

Terms Cash with order. Remittances may be Bank

Draft, Post office or Express Money Order, or Registered

Letter at our expense and our risk.

C. O. D. Orders- We must decline sending, unless

25% of the amount is remitted with the order. All

Transportation charges as well as charges for returning

the money will be collected on delivery.

We prepay AH Charges To Destination when
cash is sent with order in the following states only^

Delaware, Maine, Massachusetts, Maryland, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsilvania, Rhode
Island, Vermont, Connecticut and District of Columbia.

Substitution. The varieties you select lare always

shipped unless you grant me permission to substitute

If you wish me to use my best judgment, mention

it, and I will include a better variety of the same color,

if possible.

Size of Bulbs. — The size of the bulb or tuber

does not in any way designate the size or the quality

of the flower. Some varieties of dahlias always produce

very small bulbs, while other varieties make large ones. Do
not consider small bulbs worthless, for they

,
are equally

as good and in many cases better that the larger

ones. Medium and small sized bulbs more often

produce the finest and highest colored flowers, and

in many cases the best and most effective plants

The only requisite of a Dahlia buld is the certainty

of having one or two eyes or ’sprouts, and whether

large or small, with proper cultivation success is

generally assured. A dahlia seed will grow and blossom

equally well. It is not the size, but the care and

cultivation.

When to Plant I do not recommend planting

in this climate until the latter part of May, and to

insure a long succession of bloom, planting should be

extended until the latter part of June. June planting has

proved the most successful in eastern and northern

climates.

Cultivation of the ground every week or two will

help every bulb or plant wonderfully in its development,
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P. 0. Box, Street,

or Rural Delivery ^

Post Office
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Assortments - For those not acquainted with the different

xvarieties of dahlias, we will make up a collection of one dozen

tubers, of pur pwn selection, all named varieties listed in this

^ catalogue, for $2.50, ,$5.00, $10.00 or $15.00. In each case we will

j

give oixlues equal -tp 30% in excess, of catalogue lists.



Have you a friend interested in dahlias?

We would appreciate their address

from you, that we may forward our.

LITTLE DAHLIA ROSTER.

NAME ___

ADDRESS

NAME

ADDRESS

NAME__..

ADDRESS

Reccoraended by

Name

Address .

In order that you may share in any tenefit derived from
the above we would request that you attach your address.



ATTRACTION Pink Hyb. Cac. 1.00

of a lavender or lilac-

rose shade. Blooms are large and borne on long stems;

a good flower of exceptional merit.

BALLET GIRL Orange Cac. 2.00

sometimes
edged, marked or shading to white, pure orange at

times; a very attractive flower.

BERTHA VON SUTTNER
Salmon-Rose Peo. .75

shaded yellow;

petals twisted and arranged loosely forming an attractive

flower; borne on long stems.

BESSIE BOSTON Red. Show .75

a rich crimson,

carried on long stiff stems; a profuse bloomer; very hard3^

BILLIONAIRE Orange Peo. 1.00

of a distinct
golden shade; and one of the largest of its kind; a garden

variety.

BONNIE BREA Cream Dec. 2.00

overlaid with
a delicate blush pink, an immence flower and a profuse

bloomer,

BREAK O’DAY Yellow Hyb. Cac. .75

of a clear sulplur shade,

shading to white at tips; petals twisted.

BRESLEAU Red Cac. .25

tipped white
some flowers clear rose pink, petals tightly quilled; a free

bloomer and good cut flower; very long stems.

BRIDES BOUQUET White Cac. 2.00

a pure white
with long strait stems; a good bloomer and fine cut

flower.

CAPT. GRAHAM Yellow Dec. 1.00

of a very deep.

shade, a monster in size; a good garden variety.

CHRYSANTHEMITE ALBERT DELAUX
Crimson Hyb. Cac. .W

of a vivid shade, flowers

borne on long stiff stems; a good cut flower and free

bloomer.

CLARA SEATON Yellow Show. .75

of a golden bronze

shade; a gigantic flower on long stiff stems; an exhibition

variety.

^ doz. of any one variety for the price of five.



COLOSSAL PEACE Pink Hyb. Dec. 2.00

a La France pink
shading lighter at tip; fall flowers come in peony form

good stems; large flowers.

CREME DE MINTHE Pink Hyb. Dec. .50

shading through yellow

to green at center: a very pleasing garden variety.

CREAM KING Yellow Peo. 1.00

of a soft creamy

shade, a large flower on good strong stems; a good cut

flower or exhibition variety.

CRYSTAL Pink Cac. .75

of a soft silvery

shade, shading to soft ivory white in center; petals tightly

twisted and incurved: a dwarf plant.

CUBIAN GIANT Crimson Show .35

with a dark
velvety sheen; flowers of immense size borne on long stiff

stems.

DELIECE Pink Dec. .35

a soft luminous

shade, flowers of medium size on straight stems; a good

cut flower.

DIANA Crimson Hyb. Peo. .75

of a violet shading;

petals curved; long stems a good cut flower.

D. M. MOORE Maroon Dec. .50

with a dark
velvety sheen; flowers of immense size borne on long stiff

stems; a good garden or cut flower; one of the darkest.

DR. PERRY Mahogany-Red Peo. .75

one of the dark-

est of this variety an excellant garden flower.

DR. TEVIS Old Rose Dec. 1.00

blended with
copper and old gold, an immense flower on long stiff

stems; a cut or exhibition variety.

EDITH CARTER Yellow Cac. .75

tipped rose;

petal tightly quilled; a good cut flower: very attractive.

ELSIE Yellow Cac. .35

a buttercup shade

at base; petals tipped rose, an old favorite,

EXTASE White Cac. .75

suffused mauve;

petals long and slender; a very pleasing flower.

3^ doz. of any one variety for the price of fve.



FASCINATION Pink Cac. .75

a large flower of

a beautiful shell pink: petal incurved shading to white at

center.

FRECKLES Yellow Dec. .75

of a butter-cup

shade striped garnet; a good bloomer on long stems.

F. W. FELLOWS Scarlet-Orange Cac. .75

a large flower

on good stems; petals incurved: a good cut flower with

excellent keeping qualities.

FUTURITY Rose Dec. 1.00

of a lilac shade

underlaid with soft yellow; excellent stems.

GEE WHIZ Buff Hyb. Cac. 2.00

shaded
salmon a monster full to the center, a very hardy plant.

GEISHA Yellow Peo. .75

with a combi-

nation of scarlet and gold; petals twisted and curled; a

great favorite.

G. H. MASTESE Maroon Hyb. Cac. 1.00

of a very deep shade

at center, shading to currant red at tips; large flowers on

strong stems; a profuse bloomer.

GEO. L. STILLMAN Carmine Cac. 1.50

of a beautiful

velvety shade; immense flowers on long stiff stems: a

good cut flower; plants, rank growers.

GEO. WALTERS Salmon Hyb. Cac. 1.00

shading to yellow at

center: large flower on good stiff stems; an exhibition or

cut flower variety.

GLADYS BATES Tan Cac. 2.00

with the reverse

color rose, of its incurved petels, consumating an oddity in

coloring seldon seen.

GOLDEN WEST Yellow Show
a beautiful shade

of pure yellow; petals serrated; large flowers on good stiff

stems; a free bloomer.

GOLDEN WEST Yellow Cac. .50

of a striking old

gold shade; a good cut flower with excellent keeping

qualities.

1 doz, of any one variety for the price of nine



GRAND DUKE ALIXIS White Show .40

Ivory white with

quilled petals tinged lavender, an old favorite.

H. H. THOMAS Crimson Cac. .50

of a beautiful

deep shade: petals tightly twisted; free flowering, with

long stiff stems; a good cut tlower.

HOFFNUNG Yellow Cac. .50

shaded through

rose to old rose; pedals rolled and incurved; free flow-

ering a good cut or show variety; one of the best all

purpose plants.

HON. R. L. BORDEN
Golden-Bronze Peo. .40

flowers borne on
long stiff stems, a good cut flower.

HORTILANDUS FIET Pink Dec. 1.00

a creamy salmon

with a suffusion of golden yellow; an immense flower for

exhibition purposes.

INSULINDE Old Gold Hyb. Peo. 2.00

with bronze suffusions;

petals curled and twisted; full to center; flowers on long

stiff stems.

JACK ROSE Red Dec. .15

of a crimson
shade; a free bloomer and an old favorite.

JEANNIE CHARMED Pink Dec. .35

shading lighter

at center; edge of petals edged with a deep violet red;

long stems; a good cut tlower.

JENNIE JOHNSON White Show .50

shaded pale
lavender; petals pecote edged; long stems.

J. H. JACKSON Maroon Cac. .35

of a deep velvety,

almost black shade, one of the darkest of its kind;

incurved; good stems.

JILLSON’S MASTERPIECE Pink Peo. .75

shading lavender

a large tlower, free bloomer and a good garden variety.

J. M. GOODRICH Pink Dec. .40

a salmon pink,

petals tipped yellow; good stems, an old favorite.

X doz. of any one variety for the price of five.



JOHN RIDING Crimson Cac. .75

of a deep scarlet

shade; large tlower; petals incurved and interlacing.

JONKHEER BOREEL Terra Cotta Dec. 1.00

shading to old

gold a gigantic flower full to center, borne on long stiff

stems, a good cut flower.

KALIFF Scarlet Hyb.Cac .75

an immense flower on
stiff stem, one of the best; a good cut flower.

KITTY DUNLAP Rose Dec. 4.00

a new shade of

American Beauty Rose; a large flower on a long stiff stem.

KRIEMHILDER Light Pink Cac. .25

shading to white

at center; petals curled, flowers of medium size.

LADY HELEN Pink Hyb. Cac. 2.00

veined with white;

immense flowers on good strong stems; free bloomer and

a great favorite.

LA RAINTE Lavender Pink Peo. .30

borne on long
stems; petals loosely arranged; a free bloomer.

LATONA Yellow Peo. 1.00

of a light shade

suffused amber; long stiff stems, a good cut flower.

LEO XIII Yellow Dec. .75

large flowers on

long stems; a good cut flower or exhibition variety.

LIBELLE Purple Cac. .35

of an aster purple

shade, medium size and a profuse bloomer.

LIBERTY BOND Buff Dec. 2.50

of an orange shade

tinged with pink; a large flower, and a very vigorous

plant.

MADONNA White Dec. .50

with lavender

veinings; good stems; large flowers.

MAD. YARD Red Peo. .50

c u r r a n t-r e d

passing to yellow at center; a proffise bloomer, on long

stiff stems; very gorgeous.

1 doz. of any one variety for the price of nine.



MANITOU Amber Dec. .^0

amber -bronze
shading to pink; an immense flower; free bloomer and an

excellent garden variety.

MARGUERITE BUCHON Pink Cac. .75

with a creamy

white center; outer petals rose, tipped white; a good cut

flower.

MARJORIE FIELD Pink Dec. 1.00

shaded a very
pleasing rose mauve; mammoth flowers on long stiff stems.

MASTERPIECE Amber Cac. .50

a soft amber
center, passing to a pale lilac rose at tips; long stems: a

good cut flower.

MAUDE ADAMS White Show. .50

with a very del-

icate tinge of pink; an old favorite and profuse bloomer.

MEPHISTOPHELES Red Dec. 5.00

a ruby red with

florets tipped yellow^ an immence flower on a strong stem.

MILLIONARIE Lavender Dec. 1.00

of a delicate
shade, overcast by a pink sheen: an immense deep flower,

a free bloomer and a good garden variety.

MISS LILLIAN P. HATHAWAY
Orange Dec.. .75

of a bright shade;

flowers borne on good stems; a good cut flower.

MISS MARY CARGIN
Orange Cream Dec. 1.00

streaked and
tipped orange making it very attractive; a good cut flower.

MODELLE Rose Cac. .40

overlaid with

rose or lilac pink: flowers on long stiff stems, a good cut

flower and profuse bloomer.

MONS CAPRON Maroon Dec. .50

of a V i ol e t

shading; petals edged white; good stems.

MONS. LE NORMAND Yellow Dec. 1.00

o f a bright sun
flower shade, stripped and speckled scarlet; comes clear

scarlet at times; a profuse bloomer with good stems.

A very striking variety

doz. of any one variety for the price of five.



MRS. CARL SALSBACK Pink Dec. 1.50

a mauve pink

shading lighter to center; flowers on long, strong stems;

good cut or exhibition flowers.

MRSC. H. BRECK Yellow Hyb.. Dec. .50

with a creamy yellow

I
center shading through rose-pink to carmine at tip of

petals; a good garden variety.

MRS. DOWNES White Dec. 1.00

spoted and
splashed with carmine; large flowers on long stems.

MRS. EDNA SPENCER
Pink Hyb. Cac. 1.00

with lavender, or

orchid pink shadings, lighter at center; a good cut flower.

MRS DOUGLAS FLEMING White - Cac. 1.00

one of the best

whites: florets narrow and numerous; an exhibition

variety.

MRS. GLADYS NEWHALL Yellow Dec. 1.00

of a soft shade,

stripped salmon-pink; long stems and a free bloomer.

MRS. I. DE VER WARNER Pink Dec. ^.50

a deep refined

mauve pink, exceptionally well formed; a prolific bloomer

and a wonderful cut or exhibition flower.

MRS. WARNAAR
Creamy-White Hyb. Cac. 1.00

with a suffusion of

apple blossom pink: large flowers: very fascinating.

MT. SHASTA Shell Pink Hyb. Cac. 2.00

with deeper shadings

toward center of petals; large flowers borne on long stiff

stems; one of the best.

NIBELUNGENHORT Old Rose Cac. .75

with a pri cot

suffusion: petals curled and twisted; large exhibition

flowers on good stems.

PATRICK O’MARA Orange Buff Dec. 1.00

of a very soft

and pleasing shade; immense flowers on long stiff stems.

PEACHES AND GREAM Pink Hyb. Dec. .75

a peach-pink shading

to cream at base of petals; very beautiful; a garden variety.

1 doz. of any one variety for the price of nine.



PERRIOT Amber Cac. .75

with tip of pedals

tiped white; on odd but nerertheless popular tlower.

PRIDE OF CALIFORNIA Red Dec. 1.00

a crimson red
with a dark full center; good stems and keeping qualities.

PRIDE OF PORTLAND Red Peo. 2.00

and bright
yellow; a tall grower, blooms on long stems.

PRINCESS PAT. Rose Dec. 2.00

of a beautiful old

rose shade with a suffusion of buff at the center; blossoms

on long straight stems; a prize winner.

QUEEN EMMA Pink Peo. .35

a hollyhock pink

shade; petals narrow and twisted; a free bloomer.

RED CROSS Scarlet Hyb. Cac. 1.50

in combination with

gold makes a most stiking effect; petals are broad and

twisted; flowers borne a long stiff stems.

SALMOND QUEEN Salmon-Pink Cac. .50

shading to yellow

at center; petals tightly quilled; good long stems.

SETTING SUN Red Dec. 3.00

with golden
suffusions; a large and very attractive flower borne on

good stems.
. /['C

' '

SHEBOLLA ^^^urple Single. .25

petal tipped white

or carmine: very attractive

SHUDOWS LAVENDER -
'

Lavender Dec. 6.00

of silver white

shading, blending into a most exquisite coloring; flower

borne on long stems.

SNOWDRIFT White Dec. 2.00

a pure clear
white deep flowers born on good stems; a dwarf grower

highly recommended.

SOUTH POLE White Peo. .50

a free bloomer
on long stems; a good cut flower

3^ doz. of any one variety for the price of five.



SOUVENIR DE GUSTAVE DOAZON
Red Dec. .25

of a soft orange

shade; immense flowers on long stiff stems: plants very

hardy.

SUNBEAM Scarlet Dec. 1.00

shading amberj
full to center: petals tipped with gold, good stems.

SWEET BRIAR Pink Cac. .50

a soft silvery
shell pink: petals incurved; a free bloomer.

SWEET LAVENDER Lavender Hyb Peo. 1.00

of a delicate pink shade,

shading lighter at center: petals twisted; a good bloomer
with long stems; a good cut flower.

TANGO Amber Hy. Dec. .50

suffused with bronzy

salmon, petals curled and twisted, a large flower.

THAIS White Hyb. Cac. .35

with delicate shading

of lavender, petals broad and loosely arranged.

THE EAGLE Yellow Hyb. Cac. 1.50

a sulpher yellow:
broad reflex florets: large flower on good stems: a

prolific bloomer and good cut flower.

TOM LUNDY Red Hyb. Cac. 1.00

a rich cardinal red;

flowers of immense size; a good garden variety.

VIRGINIA MARSHALL
Primrose-Yellow Peo. .50

petals overlaid

and edged with delicate rose lilac, twisted and somewhat

quilled an excellent cut flower.

VIVIAN White Show .40

edged rose-violet;

a very wonderful blending of colors; a favorite ot all.

WALKURIE Yellow Hyb. Cac. 1.00

a sulphur yellow deep-

ening to gold, an immense flower on strong stems.

WHITE CAP. White Peo. .75

a pure white;
petals broad and flat overlaid with a brilliant sheen.

WHOPPER Buff. Dec. .75

a yellow buff

shaded orange: a strong rugged plant; an exhibition flower.

1 doz. of any one variety for the price of nine.



WIZARD OF OZ. Pink Dec. 10.00

of a soft amber or

salmon; shade this immence flower is borne upon straight

long stems an ornamental or cut flower.

W. L. SLOCUMB Yellow Dec. 2.00

of a beautiful
canary shade: immense flowers on very long stems; none

better.

WODAN Rose Cac. .50

a delicate shade

of salmon-rose with gold suffusions: petals long and

gracefully twisted.

W. W. RAWSON White Show .50

flushed a delicate

amethyst blue; borne on long erect stems.

YELLOW COLOSSE Yellow Dec. .35

of a deep canary

shade; long stiff stems; free flowering and an old favorite

YELLOW KING Yellow Hyb. Cac. .75

a clear light yellow of

a pleasing shade; very large flowers on good stems.

3^ doz. of any one variety for the price of five.



Whe are unable to offer but a limited number

of the following:

AMUN RA

CHAMPAGNE

GLADYS SHERWOOD

JUDGE PARKER

LEOTO COTA

MEPHISrOPHELES

Mr. ALEX VALDIE

PEARL RUGGLES

PORKHOS

RADIO

ROSA NELL

THE EMPEROR

TRYPHINNIE.

We grow many Dahlias not listed: as our stock

of some varieties in limited to our anticipated

plantings; however we will consider any request made

and all inquiries will receive our prompt attention.

DAHLIA LABEL with Copper Wire; Painted

Syo inch
$1.00 per 100

$3.50 per 1000
Prepaid
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Assortments - For those not acquainted with the different

varieties of dahlias, we will make up a collection of one dozen

tubers, of our own selection, all named varieties listed in this

catalogue, for $2.50, $5.00, $10.00 or $15.00. In each case we will

give good values equal to 30% in excess, of catalogue lists.



Have yoii a friend interested in dahlias?

We would appreciate their address

from- you, that we may forward ouar.

LITTLE DAHLIA ROSTER.

NAME ...

ADDRESS

NAME ...

ADDRESS

NAME....

ADDRESS

Reccomended by

Name

Address .

In order that you may share in any benefit derived from
the above we would-request that you^attach your address.



IN LISTING YOUR ORDER KINDLY NOTE
OUR FREE OFFER

With an order of your own selection we will

include free of cliarge one only of either of the

following as you may select.

With an order of 5.00
Bessie Boston

Vivian

Marjorie Field

With an order of 7.00 Miss Mary Cargin

Pride of California

With an order of 10.00
Mt. Shasta

Wm. L. Slocumb

With an order of 15.00 Setting Sun,

[The above does not include any of our offers of assortments.]

ASSORTMENTS

For those not acquainted with the different

varieties of dahlias, we will make up a collection

of one dozen tubers, of our own selection, all named
varieties listed in this catalogue, for $2.50 $5.00 $10.00

or $15.00. In each case we will give good values equal

to 30% in excess of catalogue lists.

doz. of any one variety for the price of five.

1 doz. of any one variety for the price of nine.



DAHLIAIZE YOUR HOME”

DAHLIA HAVEN GARDENS
EAST PROVIDENCE, R. I.

SHOW GARDEN
INTERVALE AVE.

FIELD
HAWTHORN ST.


